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Who Killed Lycidas?: Lycidas and The Spanish Tragedy
Clay Daniel
University of Texas—Pan American
In Lycidas, the protagonist searches for an explanation for why his virtuous

friend has mysteriously died in a cultural-political landscape of unpunished,
thriving, official corruption. Though Renaissance pastoral sometimes inveighed
against corrupt authorities, pastoral elegy did not. What models, then, other
than the Bible, would Milton have had for the swain’s search? Milton’s headnote
calls his poem a monody, which within a literary context primarily is a speech
in Greek tragedy. Milton then invites us to read the poem within a dramatic
context. But which dramatic context? The Book of Revelation of course is one
these contexts. But contemporary drama also had generated a vital genre that
spectacularly combines the theme of the unjust death of the virtuous with that of
corrupt officials who are destined themselves to be destroyed: revenge tragedy. To
dramatize his attack on the state church, Milton draws in particular on Kyd’s The
Spanish Tragedy: its gradual emergence of shadowy conspiracy among corrupt
authorities, Classical-Christian tensions, work-within-a-work structure, frequent
interchanges between this world and the next, representation of poet-as-revenger,
and exploitation of the dramatic possibilities of the Book of Revelation to justify
the vengeance executed upon corrupt political and/or religious authorities. Milton
subtly evokes these dramatic shadows to suggest that King was killed, directly or
indirectly, by the “corrupted clergy.”

Little has been said about the dramatic contexts of Lycidas. This
is surprising in light of the poem’s characters, speeches, soliloquies,
actions, songs, scenes, spectacle, and dialogue. The poem’s
headnote, in manuscript and in the 1645 Poems, actually calls it a
“monody,”1 which within a literary context primarily is a speech
in Greek tragedy, usually a lament, recited (or sung) by one actor
rather than by the chorus. Peter Sacks, however, has pointed out a
significant connection between Lycidas and revenge tragedy:

1 John Milton: Complete Shorter Poems, ed. John Carey, 2nd ed. (New York: Longman,
1997), 243n. Citations, by line number, to Lycidas are from this volume and are included
in the text.
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King’s death was an accident---there was no one to blame.
And yet Milton, no doubt realizing that he needed some actual
target for his anger chose to rage against the conspiracy of those
“perfidious” forces that strike down the good while leaving the
wicked in triumph. It is this channeling of wrath outward to
revenge that contributes so fully to his resolution of the question
of justice, and to his completion of the work of mourning. Our
appreciation of this should be especially keen after the study of
revenge tragedies . . . . 2

Sacks had related the appearance of revenge tragedy to “the
contemporary decline of the pastoral elegy” that was caused by the
“loss of faith in the power of art’s reply.” Revenge drama embodies a
violence that overwhelms language as the primary means to mediate
the angry grief caused by an unjust death.3 Lycidas responds to these
circumstances: “Milton was no doubt excited by the opportunity to
reconquer the ground lost by the genre and to carry the genre onward
to unprecedented greatness.”4
The Spanish Tragedy, I will argue here, is especially
important to this reclamation. Among the poem’s numerous dramatic
intersections with the play are the theme of the unjust death of the
virtuous at the hands of corrupt authorities who will themselves be
destroyed; the work-within-a-work structure; frequent interchanges
between this world and the next, often with supernatural characters
commenting on the justice of the victim’s death; foregrounded fatal
banquets; vivid evocations of the moral and political consequences
of sensuality; the theme of the poet as revenger; and the exploitation
of the dramatic possibilities of the Book of Revelation to represent
the vengeance that is executed upon corrupt political authorities.
Milton, I will argue, uses Kyd’s popular, powerful drama to energize
his (re)generation of pastoral as Puritan prophecy. Specifically, his
2 The English Elegy: Studies in the Genre from Spenser to Yeats (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins Press, 1985), 93. Also see Stanley Fish’s discussion of the poem’s dramatic voices in
“Lycidas: A Poem Finally Anonymous,” Glyph 8 (1981): 1-18.
3 Sacks, 64-65.
4 Sacks, 90.
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skillful appropriations and rewritings suggest that Edward King
was killed, directly or indirectly, by a “corrupted clergy” (poem’s
headnote). And the guilty, he tells us, will soon be hoisted by
their own petards, though with greater justice and more positive
outcomes than in Kyd’s play. This, I will conclude, reveals much
about Milton’s ideas of poetry and politics in 1637.
Lycidas, like The Spanish Tragedy, begins with the problems
created by an unburied body and an account of its recent past. But
before the speaker begins to search for this body, Milton must
establish why, if the state church was corrupt, 1) the pious King was
thriving within it, and 2) John Milton’s poem appears in the strongly
Anglican, and “generally Laudian” memorial volume, printed by the
University of Cambridge.5 Revenge tragedy would have provided a
sensational fictional explanation. The naïve and/or virtuous young
thrive at court until they are victimized by the vicious, old and
young, who themselves do not thrive much longer as a consequence.
Where the other elegists “associate King closely with the church and
the university he served,”6 Milton immediately begins suggesting
this context. First, there is Lycidas the title and then “Lycidas is
dead, dead ere his prime” (8). The name Lycidas “derives from the
Greek for wolf cub.”7 As Neil Forsyth points out, this name tends
to destabilize any pastoral, especially one like Lycidas, in which
the Pilot identifies wolves with predatory clergy.8 Yet the name is a
brilliant choice to explain King’s success at Cambridge, locating it
within the context of revenge tragedy in general and Kyd’s play in
particular, where the virtuous young succumb amid the competing
currents of power (laurel), love (myrtle), and licentiousness (ivy)
5 Gordon Campbell and Thomas N. Corns, John Milton: Life, Work, and Thought (Oxford: Oxford UP, 2008), 99.
6 Barbara Lewalski, The Life of John Milton (Oxford: Blackwell, 2000), 71.
7 Alison Horton, “An Exploration into the Etymology of Lycidas,” Milton Quarterly, 32
(October 1998): 106. She adds that this has “been known for twenty years,” citing Harold
Forster, “Lycidas,” Notes and Queries ns 25.6 (1978): 510.
8 “‘Lycidas’: A Wolf in Saint’s Clothing,” Critical Inquiry 35.3 (Spring 2009): 684-702.
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(1-2).9 King was a young and good wolf, though naïvely loyal in
his “strong royalist and Laudian sympathies.”10 And we hear of his
death from an “uncouth swain” (186), whom Milton invests with the
persona of supposedly the only virtuous poet who should appear in a
Laudian volume: a naïve one, especially appropriate to pastoral (and
Milton’s poem is the volume’s only pastoral, appearing only with
Milton’s initials). This poet is very reluctant to entangle himself in
the ivy, laurel, or myrtle.
Few contemporary readers would have interpreted this
trepidation as signaling Milton’s insufficient preparation to write
a poem. Those who knew Milton, and identified him with J.M.
and his swain, would perhaps most readily have conjectured in
the opposite direction. Milton’s elegies on Anglican dignitaries
and poems on Gunpowder Plot (in 1637 unpublished but certainly
not unread), his popular Bridgewater entertainment, and the other
poems that had established the reputation that had helped to earn
him the invitation to contribute to the volume—these productions
were not generated by the poet’s endorsement of Caroline court
culture. Instead, they had been as unpleasant an experience as this
fresh appearance in official print, commemorating the death of one
who had been flourishing under the watchful eye of the Anglican
hierarchy at Cambridge. “Yet once more” he must “pluck . . . berries
harsh and crude, / And with forced fingers rude, / Shatter your leaves
before the mellowing year” (3-5). Why does the pastoralist engage
in this uncongenial task? Is it to shame the other poets in a song
contest (another implication of the name Lycidas)? Has Milton,
overeager for an immortality of fame, sacrificed his Puritan scruples
to appear in an Anglican volume (and to have composed, especially,
his masques)? Far from it: “Bitter constraint”—and many readers,
9 Milton’s puzzling citation of these plants, to commemorate the death of a chaste and
peaceful shepherd, has often been noted, as by J. Martin Evans, The Road from Horton:
Looking Backwards in “Lycidas,” English Literary Series (Victoria B.C: University of
Victoria, 1983), 19-23.
10 Lewalski, 30.
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especially Puritans, would have identified with “bitter constraint”—
“and sad occasion dear, / Compels” his involvement in a disquieting
Anglican event. And “who would not sing for Lycidas?” (6-10).11
As indicated by Justa Edouardo King Naufrago / Obsequies
to the Memorie of Mr Edward King, many would indeed sing for
him. The volume was supervised by John Alsop, Dean of Christ’s
College; and its thirty-six poems included contributions by at least
six Fellows of the College.12 But the swain’s question is quickly
followed by the suggestion that no one is mourning Lycidas: “He
must not float upon his watery bier / Unwept” (12-13). An utterly
fictitious neglect isolates and even opposes King to the church
establishment, especially to the volume’s clerical contributors. This
opposition is enhanced by another fiction: the shepherd Lycidas
“knew / Himself to sing, and build the lofty rhyme” and has “not
left his peer” (9-11). King was a mediocre (and publishing) poet and
much closer to those “of scrannel pipes” (124) than to Milton: “. .
. of his ten published poems, seven were written to mark the birth
of royal children.” These poems reveal him to be “conspicuously
loyal to the royal family,” as perhaps one should be who had been
appointed to the Cambridge fellowship by royal mandate.13 And, as
the volume’s preface reminds us, King was from a powerful AngloIrish family whose members included several peers, a Chief Justice
of Ireland, a lord deputy of Ireland, and a bishop for whom King
was named. As we watch Milton’s fictions align King with himself,
we should keep in mind that of Milton’s many well-documented
non-fictional similarities to this celebrator of Personal Rule, one
has been overlooked.14 In 1637, King’s literary politics, if one does
11 “Hence with denial vain, and coy excuse” (18) would seem to comment on Hieronimo’s initial “clinical case of denial” of death (David Bevington’s introduction to The Spanish Tragedy [New York: Manchester UP, 1996], 10).
12 Carey, 237; William Riley Parker, Milton: A Biography, ed. Gordon Campbell, 2nd ed.
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 2003), 2:811n.
13 Campbell and Corns, 96-97.
14 Milton, apparently, had a cordial respect for King. In 1645, when there was no obvious need, he calls him “a learned friend” (poem’s headnote). Yet Milton seems sensitive to
his similarities rather than to his differences with King. For Milton’s ideological affinities
with King, see Lawrence Lipking, “‘The Genius of the Shore:’ Lycidas, Adamastor, and the
Poetics of Nationalism,” PMLA, 111.2 (Mar. 1995): 209-10.
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not look too closely, would not seem too distant from that of John
Milton. King might have celebrated the births of the powerful, but
Milton had privately commemorated their encounters with death
and publicly celebrated their political and personal triumphs. This
places the poet much closer to the King’s court than to William
Prynne’s pillory.
For Milton in 1637 this proximity was disturbing, and his
distancing of Lycidas and the speaker from their former associates
is a distancing of himself from official Caroline cultural authority.
Again this distancing could be made within few more effective
contexts than a revenge tragedy such as The Spanish Tragedy. As
the play begins, we learn that the betrayed hero Andrea could not
receive judgment in the underworld because his body had been left
unburied on the battlefield. Nevertheless, this fact is completely
omitted from the official version of his death. Instead, the General
reports to the Spanish King that the “brave man at arms” (1.2.72)
was a sad victim of the “fortune of the war” (1.2.3).15 When his
friend Horatio buries his body, Andrea is sent to Persephone
because his complex identification with laurel and myrtle baffles his
underworld judges as to which paradise (of warriors or lovers) he
deserves (1.1.38-49). Persephone rewards the lover-soldier with the
opportunity to witness Revenge punish his still-living antagonists.
His death then shadowily emerges as having been a connived killing
in a “world” that is a “mass of public wrongs, / Confus’d and fill’d
with murder and misdeeds” (3.2.3-4).
Apparently he was considered too low-born, perhaps
“uncouth,”16 to mate with the regal Bel-Imperia; and her brother
Lorenzo, the play’s Machiavel, implicitly arranges for him to be killed
in battle by the Portuguese Prince Balthazar. And for similar reasons
the duo later murders Andrea’s close friend Horatio (Hieronimo’s
son) as he is amorously toying with Bel-Imperia, hanging Horatio’s
15 Citations to The Spanish Tragedy, included in the text, refer to Thomas Kyd, The Spanish Tragedy, ed. Philip Edwards (Cambridge: Harvard UP, 1959).
16 “Uncouth” here strongly connotes “being an outsider” (Annabel Patterson, Reading
Between the Lines [Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 1993], 56).
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corpse in a garden. Isabella, Hieronimo’s wife, distraught by the
unavenged death of her son, destroys the flora, and herself, in this
garden, literally enacting the pathetic fallacy (4.2).17 She anticipates,
as few if any of Milton’s analogues so forcefully do, the swain’s
physical assault on the berries and shattering of the leaves, even
injecting it with political importance, since this destruction, sourced
in the Book of Daniel, anticipates Hieronimo’s “‘cutting off’ the line
of accession to the thrones of Spain and Portugal.”18
Moreover, Horatio’s death is lamented in a language of
mourning that, though conventional, is shared by Milton. Hieronimo
calls his murdered Horatio a “sweet lovely rose, ill-pluck’d before
thy time” (2.5.46). Anticipating Milton’s epigraph to his 1645
volume, Hieronimo declares, “The blust’ring winds, conspiring
with my words, / At my lament have mov’d the leafless trees, /
Disrob’d the meadows of their flower’d green” (3.7.5-7). Even the
Viceroy grieves, when his son is reported to be killed: “My years
were mellow, his but young and green, / My death were natural, but
his was forc’d” (1.3.41-42), lines that linger throughout Milton’s
exposition.
The corpse of Milton’s King is also missing and unexplained.
And the swain will not merely mourn. He, avowedly alone, will
like Kyd’s Horatio search for a corpse and like old Hieronimo
despairingly seek explanations from god and man for a horrible
death: “How should we term your [Heaven’s] dealings to be just / If
you unjustly deal with those that in your justice trust?” (3.2.10-11).
The swain even suggests that he risks a fateful, melancholy death
(“destined urn . . .sable shroud” [20-22]), as do Kyd’s protagonists
(see especially 2.5.67-80), because of a commitment to the victim
with whom he is closely identified. The swain recalls himself and
Lycidas as shepherds innocently thriving in a corrupt milieu. Their
shared art entertains fauns and satyrs before the approving eye of
17 Sacks, 70.
18 Frank Ardolino, Apocalypse and Armada in Kyd’s “Spanish Tragedy” (Kirksville, Mo:
Sixteenth Century Essays and Studies, 1995), 28.
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Damoetas (often alleged to be William Chappell or his great friend
Meade). Few alert collegiate officials could have welcomed (and
possibly fewer excluded Puritans not welcomed) this description,
which aligns Cambridge with the licentious courts of revenge
tragedy and the ungodly clergy of Puritan invective.
At this point, the memories of fauns and satyrs are joined
by references to frolicking nymphs, Druids, maenads, bugs, and
divine but decapitated poets. The play, as no other of Milton’s
analogues, provides an immediate context for the poem’s much
debated exchanges between Christianity and classicism. Kyd seems
to mingle pagan furies, fortune, and fate, with Christian themes,
especially that of providence, to the extent that it is impossible to
determine whether the play’s revenge ethos is pagan or Christian or
neither or both. Milton much more carefully manages his Christian
and classical elements, but still there is no consensus on whether
the poem’s classicism opposes or complements its Christianity.
Nevertheless, the poem’s darker moments seem primarily classical,
and this classicism seems to owe something to Kyd. The swain here
denounces a pagan “Fury” (75), a term essentially alien to pastoral
elegy but which appears no less than nine times in the play. The
swain concludes, as do many revengers, that to be virtuous is to be
stupid and consequently that to be worldly, or even evil, generates
success. The swain’s primary motivation to remain virtuous is not a
Christian religion but a platonic Fame:
Fame is the spur that the clear spirit doth raise
(That last infirmity of noble mind)
To scorn delights and live laborious days;
But the fair guerdon when we hope to find,
And think to burst out into sudden blaze,
Comes the blind Fury with th’ abhorred shears,
And slits the thin spun life (70-76).

Milton here suggests fatal conspiracy within a context of
religious reform, even implying divine complicity. This slitting
glances back to the fate of “King’s mythic surrogate” Orpheus, closely
identified with the classical underworld. The reforming prophet was
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“murdered by the Bacchantes,” his own resistant religious cohorts,
who severed his head.19 This is seconded by the transformation of
blind Fortune into a “blind Fury,” whose purposeful malevolence
is generated by a blindness that aligns it not with Fortune but with
the shoving, designing, “blind mouths” (119) of the Anglican
church. This not mere questioning but indictment of providence
is antipathetic to pastoral, classical and Renaissance. But again it
is central to Kyd’s revenge tragedy, in which the virtuous are early
singled out for elimination.
Milton’s dialogue with Kyd is also apparent in the famous
question that prefaces the swain’s despairing assessment:
Alas! What boots it with uncessant care
To tend the homely slighted shepherd’s trade,
And strictly meditate the thankless muse,
Were it not better done as others use,
To sport with Amaryllis in the shade,
Or with the tangles of Neaera’s hair? (64-69).

With an eye on Horatio’s death in the garden, Milton would have
known that it is not better to yield to youthful sensuality in a
corrupted landscape. Milton’s diction points to this context. Milton
uses “boots” (Lycidas 64) as a verb only one other time in his poetry
(Samson Agonistes 560). Kyd uses the verb form twice in the play,
each in negative contexts, including the construction “what boots
complaint” (1.4.92).20 Milton’s singular use of “guerdon” also
echoes Kyd. Although a favorite word of Spenser, guerdon appears
only once in The Shepherd’s Calendar (and once in Virgil’s Gnat and
once in Colin Clout’s Come Home Againe). Kyd uses it four times
in his play, including “that just guerdon” that the ill-fated Horatio is
supposed to receive for his glorious capture of Prince Balthazar, who
had killed Andrea (1.2.189). This affair soon generates Balthazar
19 Evans, 11.
20 The phrase was not common. Shakespeare uses it (if at all) only once: Titus Adronicus
5.3.2546.
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and Lorenzo’s murder of Horatio in the erotically-charged scene in
the garden/(guerdon?). Kyd’s protagonists, much more than King,
would seem readier sources for the passage’s intense sense of fatal,
frustrated sexuality.21 The final lines of Milton’s passage (75-76)
restate Horatio’s description of Andrea’s death, in the scene in which
the death first appears to be the result of “murd’rous cowardice”:
“But wrathful Nemesis, that wicked power, / Envying at Andrea’s
praise and worth, / Cut short his life to end his praise and worth”
(1.4.73, 16-18).
Phoebus Apollo then speaks, the first of series of supernatural
characters who respond, as they do in Kyd’s underworld, to a
recent death. Phoebus seems to respond to Horatio’s assertion in
his immediate and scornful statement that the Fury does not cut
“the praise” (76). His “consolation” is indeed suspicious within the
context of Kyd’s play:
Fame is no plant that grows on mortal soil . . .
But lives and spreads aloft by those pure eyes,
And perfect witness of all-judging Jove;
As he pronounces lastly on each deed
Of so much fame in heaven expect thy meed (78-84).

“Witness,” “all-judging,” the almost baffling “deed”—it is as
if Jove has arrogated the authority of Minos, Aeacus, Rhadamanthus,
Pluto, and Persephone in Kyd’s play. And Apollo would seem to be
viewing the situation from the supernatural perspective of Andrea
and Revenge, who view the mortal soil where Andrea seems to have
been forgotten. But Phoebus, unlike Kyd’s Revenge, refuses to
locate justice in this world, thus precluding the famous revenge,
which springs from the infirmity of Hieronimo’s noble mind. This
refusal is especially suspect in light of Apollo’s identification with
wolves (and wolf-killing) and his status as the father of the murdered
Orpheus.22 His response seems calculated to defend his failure to
21 For the sexual implications of this passage, see especially Evans, 48.
22 Horton explains Apollo’s complex connections with wolves (106-07). Evans discusses
Apollo as Orpheus’s father (49).
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avenge his son. And his offer of praise, freighted with an aloof
otherworldliness, suggests that the swain should expect to die in
circumstances similar to those in which Lycidas had died, just as
Horatio is killed by those responsible for Andrea’s death.
After a brief choric commentary (87-88), the swain’s search
continues to take on sinister legal overtones such as those that swirl
about the King’s Knight Marshal as he—through a maze of trials,
writs, and petitions—attempts “either to purchase justice by entreats
/ Or tire them all [the Spanish court] with . . . avenging threats”
(3.7.72-73).23 As the swain “listens” (89; eavesdrops?), unsettling
suspicions about foul play surface. A royal functionary (a “herald”)
of the Sovereign of the Seas comes “in Neptune’s plea” (89-90).24 The
herald then questions “the felon winds” about whatever “doomed”
the “gentle swain” (91-92):
And sage Hippotades their answer brings
That not a blast from his dungeon strayed,
The air was calm, and on the level brine,
Sleek Panope with her sisters played [acted?] (96-99).

The god of wind would seem to be conspiring with the felons that
he supervises, as Lorenzo notoriously does in The Spanish Tragedy.
Hippotades, though possibly culpably credulous (again common in
revenge tragedy), is more likely lying before a naïve swain. Over
a third of the elegies, including brother Henry King’s, mention or
suggest a storm.25 Even if Hippotades is supposed to be accurate,
then Milton’s poem apparently again plays loose with the facts in
order to make the death as suspicious as possible.
23 A Knight Marshal was “a law officer whose authority was exercised in the English
royal household, in hearing and determining all pleas of the crown . . . and in punishing
transgressions committed within his area” (Edwards, 5n). Ardolino examines the motifs of
prophetic lawsuit and resurrection in the play (20-23).
24 The mighty Sovereign of the Seas, built with the challenged ship money, had been
launched in Fall 1637.
25 J. Karl Franson, “The Fatal Voyage of Edward King, Milton’s Lycidas,” Milton Studies 25 (1989): 50.
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In the play, Horatio apparently is not officially acknowledged
as either dead or murdered until Hieronimo produces his corpse
before the King in the bloody climax. And, at the play’s outset, the
betrayed Andrea is conveniently dismissed as a victim of an amoral
fatality that camouflages mundane evil: he is “deceas’d by fortune of
the war” (1.2.3). This cynical evasiveness recurs in the explanation
of Lycidas’ death: “It was that fatal and perfidious bark / Built in the
eclipse, and rigged with curses dark, / That sunk so low that sacred
head of thine” (100-02). More down-to-earth explanations for fatal
misadventures were as readily available in Milton’s Britain as in
Kyd’s Spain. Contemporary sea journeys were perilous, especially
along the northern coast of Wales, even without storms. The probable
place of King’s death was part of “a navigational nightmare for
any shipmaster.”26 King, as travelers often did, made out his will
immediately before departing to Ireland, possibly to visit his mentor
William Chappell.27 Surely more than the stars were amiss. What
then went wrong?
Milton’s complex rewriting of Kyd’s Fate enables a
powerful religious context to answer this question. Official guilt is
suggested by the traditional metaphor of the church as a ship, which
is delivered to the alert reader through the swain’s naivety or the
god of wind’s ignorance. The perfidious ship in which “Lycidas is a
young, minor officer,” as David Berkeley has documented, is more
precisely identified with the evil church captained by William Laud:
meddling little hocus-pocus, protégée of the Duke of Buckingham,
empowered (at least in the poem, if not by tavern gossip) by “curses”
that seem to be derived from “the magic arts.”28 Berkeley cites Of
Reformation for Milton’s antipathy for Laud and his bishops as
“Wizzards.” I would add, first, An Apology against a Pamphlet,
26 Franson, 50.
27 Campbell and Corns, 97.
28 David Berkeley, Inwrought with Figures Dim: A Reading of Milton’s “Lycidas” (The
Hague: Mouton, 1974), 147, 158. He adds that “eclipse” could very possibly been understood as a reference to Laud’s influence (163-64).
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where Milton reduces his adversary (“this wizzard”) to a fortuneteller who worships a bishopric; and second, Reason of ChurchGovernment, where “inchantresses” and “sensual mistresses” are
responsible for England’s failure to understand the clear principles
of church government (CPW, 1:596, 928-29, 831).29 Moreover, in
Eikonoklastes, he transfers the title to the Presbyters, and pairs these
“wizzards” with Iscariot (an archetypal schemer), to denounce their
implied acceptance of the King’s pre-war ecclesiastical policies
(CPW, 3:347) (and the pairing of Iscariot with Simon Magus occurs
in Readie and Easie Way, Second Edition, CPW, 7:414-15). Eikon
Basilike supposedly has “bewitch’d” them, and indeed the entire
country, into “blinde and obstinate beleef.”
Laudianism as wizardry is also evident in the naïve swain’s
admiring nod towards the “famous Druids,” who from their “wizard
stream” overlook the site of the shipwreck (53, 55).30 In his History
of Britain Milton identified “a sort of Priests or Magicians call’d
Druides” with learned paganism, occult/secret knowledge, popular
superstition, and an illiterate populace (CPW, 5:60-61).31 Druids
are attainted with the kind of culpable sensuality that in the poem
culminates in the Pilot’s denunciation of the corrupted, negligent,
self-serving clergy. The Druids are “men factious and ambitious”
who preside over the “lew’d adulterous and incestuous life” of
Britons before “the Gospel . . . abolish’t such impurities.”
“Rigged” makes these connections in Lycidas. On one
hand it alludes to the popular shell game, which the English
29 Citations of Milton’s prose, included in the text, refer to The Complete Prose Works of
John Milton, gen. ed. Don Wolfe, 8 vols (New Haven: Yale UP, 1953‑82).
30 Significantly, this argument resurfaces in the tract’s last paragraph. The hopeless sheep,
if not swine, are “begott’n to servility, and inchanted,” though some few might have been
mere victims of “Sorcery” (CPW, 3:601).
31 In Mansus the Druids are identified (positively, with Apollo) as evidence of British
intelligence (26-48). Milton also cites the Druids as masters of learned “pagan rites” in his
Doctrine and Discipline of Divorce (CPW, 2:231); he implicitly acknowledges their intellectual ability in Areopagitica (CPW, 2:551-52). Laud’s learning very possibly exceeded
Milton’s in 1637.
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called thimblerig, and which was closely identified with the fraud
perpetrated by magicians: what is supposed to be determined by
chance is actually arranged by the powers of darkness. On the other
hand, though apparently “rigged” had yet explicitly to denote a
fraudulent setup, according to the OED it did mean “wanton and
licentious”; and “rig” as verb meant “to play the wanton,” as the
cavorting nymphs and festive shepherds do when King suffers the
shipwreck of Laud’s wizardly, wanton boat.32
The swain’s search for a corpse takes him to the Cam and
Cambridge, location of authorities who were legally responsible for
prosecuting justice for one of their pledges. Yet Milton suggests
that the guilty are managing and manipulating the investigation, a
circumstance common in revenge tragedies such as Kyd’s. Another
victim’s father arrives, the father of Lycidas himself. Old Camus, a
regal “sire” (103), is hardly old Hieronimo, the King of Spain’s Knight
Marshal. Fading under his faded academic cap and gown, he is a dim
beacon of justice indeed, seamlessly merging with the indifferent
paganism that had preceded him. His regalia “suggests the mystical
learning of a wizard, whose coat would be ‘Inwrought with figures
dim.’”33 Though his hands might be clean, either his academic gown
or his cap (or both) seems to be spattered with blood. The edge of
his attire is “like to that sanguine flower inscribed with woe” (106).
It is not Camus’ woe, or its color would be black. Instead the edge is
blood red, a color that distinguished the Cambridge academic dress
of Doctors of Divinity. This color is like the pagan flower sprung
from yet another early death. Hyacinthus was the innocent victim of
sexual in-fighting between Aeolus (Hippotades) and Apollo. Apollo
and Aeolus of course had appeared in the swain’s quest for the corpse.
Neither is actively consulted by the swain but mysteriously involves
himself in the investigation, apparently (as in revenge tragedy) to
subvert it, as each figure justifies the death within unsatisfactory
32 The Oxford English Dictionary, 2nd ed., s. v. “rigged.”
33 The Riverside Milton, ed. Roy Flannagan (New York: Houghton Mifflin, 1998),
104n.
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and classical terms. This (intensified by Apollo’s identification with
wolves) aligns these outmoded figures with the corrupted clergy. Yet
the decrepit Camus, in his “footing slow” (103; a vivid contrast with
Hieronimo’s and Milton’s energetic verses), provides, unwittingly,
one startling piece of evidence in his single line: “Ah; who [emphasis
added] hath reft (quoth he) my dearest pledge?” (107).34
The swain’s search for justice at this point parallels Andrea’s
and Hieronimo’s. As David Bevington writes, searching “for
signals of divine intent” in an early and tragic death, Kyd’s revenger
must experience “a long phase of growing doubt and despair
before the answer is made clear,” even as Kyd’s subplot reveals
that “appearances are deceiving, and villainy may flourish for a
while, but ultimately heaven will provide deliverance to those who
persevere in goodness.”35 Andrea watches in frustration as his courtly
enemies triumphantly advance his killer’s marriage to his former
love, even murdering Andrea’s best friend Horatio and apparently
attaching Hieronimo to their scheme: “Nothing but league, and
love, and banqueting!” (1.5.4). But “Revenge is not in fact dead
but is practicing a ruse common to all revengers, that of biding his
time.”36 Revenge assures Andrea of inevitable retribution. In the
elegy, a Christian figure steps out of the pagan landscape to mourn
the victim.37 And this authentic mourning generates the assurance of
a revenge that clearly is sanctioned and supervised by God.
In revenge play style, the Pilot-shepherd (a.k.a. St. Peter) is
officially empowered by those whom he attacks, Laud’s captains/
34 Lawrence Lipking remarks on the significance of “who”: “The blight of King’s death
provokes his friend to look for revenge as well as redemption” (213).
35 Bevington, 10, 13.
36 Bevington, 6.
37 The Pilot is making “the essential equation of the revenger” in his angry contrast between a dead good man and thriving evil men. But where playwright-revenger Hieronimo
petitions remote “gods in vain” in language that “loses its efficacy,” Milton merges himself
with the Pilot in triumphant prophecy (Sacks, 110-11).
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crews/shepherds.38 Just as Hieronimo’s plotting is disguised by his
status as the King’s Knight Marshal, so the mitred (112) Pilot’s
threat is hidden by his status as a rock upon which the Anglican
church is built (as subversive Milton’s threat is by his inclusion
in the Anglican volume in which the poet has mitred/metered the
Pilot). But this Pilot-rock (another disguise) will, unlike the Laudian
rock, destroy the guilty rather than the innocent (King’s boat was
reported to have struck a rock). And, in yet another disguise, this
Pilot-Pilate is revealed to be neither the expedient politician who
had sentenced Jesus nor his political heirs who were persecuting
the saints. Instead, this pilot and his poet triumphantly appropriate
Revenge’s authorization of retribution.
Milton carefully distinguishes his Christian revenge from
Kyd’s quasi-pagan version.39 But he also was alert to Kyd’s
vigorous Christian subtext(s). The vengeance described by the
Pilot, takes place, as in the play, at a banquet that is sourced in
Daniel and that subverts the Marriage of the Lamb in Revelation.
As the ecclesiastical allegory thickens, the Pilot suggests that the
Bishops see neither killers nor corpse because these powerful
political figures, like those in revenge tragedy, are the killers of the
corpse. These fleshly priests, not inscrutable Fate-Fortune, “shove
away the worthy bidden guest” (118). Shove was not common: Kyd
does not use it, Shakespeare only twice, and Milton once (here).
But, according to the OED, “shove off” at this time was already a
common nautical term that meant “to launch (a boat) by means of a
steady push.”40
Milton then again deftly includes the clergy within the long,
rich theological tradition of clergy as shipbuilders. The clergy have
shoved away Lycidas into a boat constructed according to their own
38 As Campbell and Corns point out, Milton’s allusion to St. Peter, founder of episcopacy,
would seem to discourage reading the poem as anti-prelatical (99).
39 Sacks, 93.
40 The Oxford English Dictionary, 2nd ed., s. v. “shove.”
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evil designs. But the clergy will soon discover that their actions,
like the nefarious activity in Kyd’s Babylon/Spain-Rome, advances
the destruction of the wicked, of themselves. The shoddy, sinister
workmanship responsible for King’s death-boat will precipitate
the destruction of Laud’s shoddy, sinister workmen: “But that twohanded engine at the door, / Stands ready to smite once, and smite no
more” (130-31). The tacit complications of the device, its two-edged
nature (which will only strike once, though the brilliant reiteration
of smite suggests its normal course of twice), its covert implications
(is its wielder listening outside the door?), its banquet-revels setting,
its unexpectedness, its sources in Revelation, and of course its use
for revenge upon evil killers who have been shielded by their official
status: all of these point to The Spanish Tragedy and its punishment
of the crimes of powerful public officials.
Here it becomes clear, though only momentarily, that
Lycidas’ death is one, as in The Spanish Tragedy, to be avenged. Yet
as the Pilot departs, his mighty prophecy is reduced to a “voice” of
not the future but the “past” (before Thorough?) (132). The swain is
momentarily disturbed by the warning; but he, purportedly as most
of Milton’s contemporaries, is skeptical that divine vengeance is at
the door. He quickly returns to business as usual, pastoral, literary
and (according to Milton) ecclesiastical. An environment disordered
by death and sensual corruption returns as the swain searches for an
explanation for a still missing corpse (132-54): “wanton winds” (not
unlike those that courted the sails that were “rigged” with curses),
“the glowing violet,” “the pansy freaked with jet,” a “swart star”
that “sparely looks” on a “fresh lap,” “tufted crow-toe” (yet another
allusion to Hyacinthus), and “the rathe primrose that forsaken dies,”
which in an earlier version of Milton’s passage points even more
directly at the tragic lovers of Kyd’s play than they do at Edward
King (who was not preparing for marriage)—“the rathe primrose that
unwedded dies / collu colouring the pale cheek of uninjoyd love.”41
41 Flannagan, 105n.
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The swain’s “frail thoughts dally with false surmise” of official
and neat but fraudulent versions of tragic events (e.g. the body of
the victim of chance/fate/fortune cannot be recovered). Milton’s
poetic singular use of “dally” points to Kyd’s play as his context for
this folly.42 Kyd uses “dally” three times, twice in conjunction with
“guerdon”: “Lorenzo: Nay, if thou dally then I am thy foe . . . . Yet
speak the truth and I will guerdon thee . . . But if thou dally once
again, thou diest” (2.1.67-75). Kyd’s Andrea also seems to linger in
the swain’s speculation that Lycidas “perhaps under the whelming
tide / Visit’st the bottom of the monstrous world” or has attached
himself to some other “fable” (157, 160).
No corpse, no revenge (and no prosecution). Kyd’s play, and
Andrea’s revenge, begins when his body is recovered and receives
justice, allowing him to meet the gods of the underworld. Hieronimo’s
revenge-play, Kyd’s climax, concludes when Hieronimo produces
the dead body of his “hapless son” before his own victims’ fathers
(4.4.84). The swain’s poem concludes, and Milton’ climax begins,
when the “the hapless youth” (164) is resurrected in the vivid images
of Milton’s divine poetry. My argument supports, and to some extent
depends, on Michael providing the last lines of the swain’s poem.
If the swain directly speaks the consolation, then “our sorrow”
rather than “your sorrow” (166) would seem more appropriate.
And there are deeper dissonances. The swain asking “shepherds”
(165) to cease weeping would be at odds with his emphasis on the
initial lack of tears as well as with his own reiterations of cultural
isolation. And a swain’s mystic, ecstatic utterance would not accord
with the pedagogy of Milton and other Puritans whom Milton seems
striving to reassure of his cultural integrity. Indeed, “the uncouth
swain” (186) would seem to be a singularly inapt source here for
direct, godly consolation, having reacted with docile naivety to the
responses of pagan authority figures and with disbelieving shock
to the Pilot. Moreover, if the swain is the speaker, and one closely
42 Milton in prose uses “dally” to denote foolish delay in reforming the church (Of Reformation, CPW, 1:602; Reason of Church-Government, CPW, 1:797).
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identified with Milton, then this consolation could just as readily
have been made anytime during the poem. Instead, in his most
intense moment of despair, the swain actually seems to abandon
his search for the corpse, at last invoking the mercy (rather than
vengeance) of a Christian figure, who seems (like a revenger) to be
alienated, if not exiled, from his native context: “Look homeward
Angel now, and melt with ruth” (163; “And melt the Corsic rocks
with ruthful tears” [3.13.72]).
Looking from Spain (and The Spanish Tragedy?) towards
England, Michael’s triumphant, and rational, response enacts the
startling reversal that is common in revenge tragedy.43 The angel
reveals that, as in the subplot of The Spanish Tragedy, one believed
to be dead is alive. King’s body was never recovered, but Milton’s
powerful poetry makes us forget that fact. Instead, we see (or think
we see) Lycidas singing and dancing with Saints in a Christian
Heaven that is pointedly different from the pagan afterlife through
which Andrea, also literally unseen by the play’s humans, wanders
with Revenge (though not too unlike the dramatic entertainments,
including Milton’s, that had infuriated one saint, William Prynne).
Lycidas
hears the unexpressive nuptial song,
In the blest kingdoms meek of joy and love.
There entertain [emphasis added] him all the saints above,
In solemn troops, and sweet societies
That sing, and singing in their glory move,
And wipe the tears for ever from his eyes (176-181).

This passage’s primary source is Revelation, which also generates
the rewards for Kyd’s Horatio. Ascent, sweet singing of troop-choirs
dancing in heaven, rewards and solace for the innocent victim, even
a suggestion of physical healing—Milton’s “your sorrow” now
“mounted high” (166, 172) resounds with Kyd’s description of
celestial afterlife:
43 For the poem’s many reversals, see Evans, especially page 58.
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–my soul hath silver wings [“with new spangled ore”? (Lycidas 170),
That mounts me up to the highest heavens,
To heaven, ay, there sits my Horatio,
Back’d with a troop of fiery cherubins,
Dancing about his newly-healed wounds,
Singing sweet hymns and chanting heavenly notes,
Rare harmony to greet his innocence . . . (3.8.15-21).

Similar to the play, the virtual recovery of not merely
Lycidas’ body, but Lycidas, signals revenge. Though Milton’s
climax emphasizes mercy rather than vengeance, providential reward
implies providential punishment. If Lycidas, tearful victim driven
from the pastoral feast and into the church’s ill-made and fatal boat,
is participating in a Marriage of the Lamb, the terrible revenge to
be taken on the whore of Babylon cannot be further off in England
than it had been in Kyd’s Spain.44 The two-handed engine was at
the door, and there was much practical evidence in 1637 to support
this statement (see below). This immediacy is enhanced by Milton’s
transformation of Lycidas into a supernatural political figure: almost
un-Miltonic, almost pagan, almost Catholic, a “genius” (183) of this
world not unlike Kyd’s spirit of Revenge.
Revenge and the angelic Persephone help the dead Andrea
to return to earth with Revenge to revolutionize Spanish politics (at
least fictionally). We learn from the warrior-angel Michael that,
when not dancing in Heaven, Lycidas locates to a shore where he
can competently perform the maritime-ecclesiastical duties at which
the Anglican clergy had failed. This, like the poem itself, initiates
revenge because it prepares for the two-handed engine that will
destroy the architects of the Laudian ship. This message offers hope
to the presently “woeful” (165), and probably parishless, shepherds
who should weep no more, unlike the dry-eyed and festive shepherds
who had heard the isolated swain’s initial invocation and who
probably now should begin their weeping.
44 Michael Wilding, discussing the Nativity Ode, writes that Milton provided “a vernacular glimpse of apocalypse at a historical moment when such visions were suppressed
because of their radical Utopian political implications” (Dragon’s Teeth: Literature in the
English Revolution [Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1987], 14). He adds that the commentaries
on Revelation by Pareus and Meade were not published in English until after 1640.
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The play here is an even more immediate analogue than
The Shepherd’s Calendar, in which the Book of Revelation can
only be faintly discerned, if at all. Kyd’s apparently “muddled . . .
odd mixture of pagan and Christian concepts” coherently functions
as “an apocalyptic revenge play which presents in a mysterious
subtext the overthrow of the Antichrist, Babylon/Spain, by England
in 1588”: “Now I shall see the fall of Babylon, / Wrought by
the heavens in this confusion” (4.1.195-96).45 To represent this
overthrow, the play adapts Protestant readings, such as those by
Pareus and Meade, of Revelation as composed of seven four-act
dramas.46 Kyd’s unusual four act structure represents this fall within
“the context of the tour apocalypse, during which a select person
or prophet undertakes a journey into the otherworld justice system,
sees its operation, and returns to earth to deliver his visions,” as he
reassures true Christians “that the world which appears to be ruled
by Fortune is predetermined, directed toward the destined fall of
Antichrist.” Like John the Evangelist, given his information by an
Angel, this witness must be very careful to keep “the secret truths
hidden from the uninitiated and revealing them to the initiated.”47
The work then generally adheres to “the pastoral mode” of political
critique, through which “sharp criticisms could be made, and the
key supplied to those in the know.”48
Similarly, Milton’s radical Puritan pastoral, thick with pagan
images, carefully proclaims the imminent and providential destruction
45 Ardolino, 15, xiv; For Milton’s “irreverent” (and “unskillful”) “combinations,” see
Samuel Johnson, “Milton,” Lives of the English Poets, ed. G. B. Hill (1905; repr., New
York: Octagon Books, 1967), 1:164.
46 To what I discuss in the body of the essay, one more of Kyd’s uses of Revelation seems
to have influenced Milton—Revelation as a source for Kyd’s complex tense shifts: “The
temporal pattern which emerges from the fulfillment of this destiny demonstrates that the
past is repeated in the present, which in turn reveals more about the significance of the
past and anticipates a future which is the inevitable result and sum of the past and present. This type of temporal progression requires synchronous scenes that create, through
retrospection and anticipation, a cumulative vision leading to the awareness of how divine
providence works in the universe” (Ardolino, 63).
47 Ardolino, 56, 58, 60.
48 Christopher Hill, Milton and the English Revolution (New York: Viking, 1978), 50.
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of the Laudian church in a markedly Laudian volume—a prophecy
surely not intended to be understood by the Laudians themselves.
This revelation clearly is influenced by David Pareus’s reading of
Revelation as “a Propheticall Drama, show, or representation”:49
And the Apocalyps of Saint John is the majestick image of a high
and stately Tragedy, shutting up and intermingling her solemn
Scenes and Acts with a sevenfold Chorus of halleluja’s and
harping symphonies: and this my opinion the grave autority of
Pareus commenting that booke is sufficient to confirm (Reason
of Church-Government, CPW, 1:815).

Milton here seems to respond to this passage in particular:
For as in humane Tragedies, diverse persons one after another
come upon the Theater to represent things done, and to again
depart; diverse Chores also or Companies of Musitians and
Harpers distinguish the diversity of the Acts, and while the
Actors hold up, do with musicall accord sweeten the wearinesse
of the Spectators, and keepe them in attention.50

The singing swain functions as the Chorus, but his monodic status
enables him as an actor who encounters diverse persons who depart,
allowing the swain to comment upon them before encountering more
persons. Furthermore, though Barker’s three movements provide
the poem’s fundamental organization, Milton lightly overlays it
with a four act structure that seems to derive from his reading of
Pareus (and Kyd).51 The swain’s expository prologue (1-14) and the
narrator’s epilogue (186-93) frame four “solemn Scenes and Acts,”
each ending with a different speaker. The four acts-movements
replicate Pareus’ dramatic analysis of “the first act of the universal
Visions” that reveals “the calamities” of the Church at the hands of
49 David Pareus, A Commentary upon the Divine Revelation of the Apostle and Evangelist
John, trans. Elias Arnold (Amsterdam, 1644), 20. Accessed 10 May 2011 through Early
English Books Online (http://eebo.chadwyck.com/home).
50 Pareus, 20.
51 Arthur E. Barker’s influential analysis divides the poem into an introduction (1-14),
three parallel movements (15-84, 85-131, 132-185), and a conclusion (186-93) (“The Pattern of Milton’s Nativity Ode,” University of Toronto Quarterly, 10 [1941]: 167-81).
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Pagans and Heritickes. The second in way of parallel to the first,
prefigureth comforts opposite to the calamities of the Godly.
The third shadoweth out an amplification of calamities . . . .
the fourth, parallel to the third, sheweth the Catastrophe of all
evils, viz. the declining of Antichrists Kingdom and the casting
of all adversaries into the lake of fire: and on the contrary, the
Churches Victory and Eternall Glory.52

In lines 15-84, the swain laments a seemingly senseless death and
futilely searches for consolation, instead receiving a pagan god’s
sly repudiation of earthly justice, cloaked as a pious dismissal of
earthly fame (1-84). Lines 85-132 present a series of voices to
which the swain “listens” (89), climaxing in the Pilot’s implicit
assurance of comfort for the faithful (again, providential punishment
implies providential reward). In the third movement-act (132-64),
the swain’s despair intensifies as he seems to endorse Apollo’s
assessment, abandoning his search for consolation in a landscape
infected by sensual corruption and death. Finally (165-85), Michael
echoes the Pilot in his correction of the errant swain. The angel,
in a kind of deus ex machina, provides the definitive revelation
that explicitly rewards Lycidas as it implicitly endorses the Pilot’s
prophesy concerning the corrupted clergy. History, as expositors of
Revelation never tired of reminding their audience, is providential.
And this entire sequence evokes the “tour apocalypse,” with its
motifs of prophetic lawsuit and resurrection.
The swain emerges from a cast of supernatural justice figures
and then relates his experience to the John-figure, Milton himself.
Otherwise, the solitary swain’s experience would have remained
secret. The poem’s ultimate author and the swain’s mediator then
carefully prepares the poem for the Anglican volume, so carefully
that its content still eludes definitive interpretation. Nevertheless,
Milton, for the learned and virtuous, foretells the destruction of the
corrupted clergy, who, because of their ignorance, fail to understand
Milton’s apocalyptic message. Once again, the Laudians are
52 Pareus, 27.
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hoisted by their own petards. And for those Laudians who could
decode Milton’s message, the poem’s the thing to catch the King’s:
“The volume’s compilers, the clerical contributors, and Milton’s
Cambridge audience might have been uneasy with” some passages,
“but they could hardly protest without seeming to identify themselves
as likely objects of Peter’s denunciation.”53
After the location of Lycidas’ body (and spirit), we
immediately learn that the poem is not related in first person.
Milton, finished with the main body of the poem, suddenly distances
himself from it as it ends its journey into the Anglican memorial. “A
work that began as drama has ended as narrative,” a radical “generic
transformation” that “cannot be found in the eclogues of Virgil, or in
the eclogues of any other poet.”54 Yet it characterizes Kyd’s drama,
which concludes with Revenge and Andrea discussing the results of
what they have just seen acted on the stage, which concludes with
the survivors discussing the results of what they have just seen acted
in Hieronimo’s entertainment.
As Kyd does, Milton, emerging from a welter of voices and
tense-shifts, creates a work within a work. This framing tends to
cast Lycidas and the Angel in the roles of Andrea and of Revenge,
supernaturally viewing the British political situation. It also adroitly
aligns the reader with Revenge and Andrea: we, with the narrator,
have been listening to (and viewing) the mourning friend’s encounter
with the guilty forces of official corruption. This tends to create a
sense of urgent community action or at least to encourage the reader
with a sense of power such as wielded by the glamorous revenger.55
Assured by the Pilot of divine retribution, and instructed in heavenly
rewards for active “saints” (178) by the vigilant angel, the reader
53 Lewalski, 71.
54 Evans, 67.
55 “Kyd shows that we are to see ourselves as not just passive watchers but as critical
evaluators, that our status as members of the elect audience aware of the mysteries depends
on our ability to interpret the play correctly” (Ardolino, 64). Lipking discusses the poem
as a call to national purpose.
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is encouraged to follow, at least mentally, the blue-clad “uncouth
swain” as he temporarily withdraws, as revengers often did, from
the corrupt landscape. The swain seeks “pastures new” (193),
probably first Presbyterian and then sectarian, fields that, whatever
their purportedly inactive state in 1637, will generate the bloodiest
war in English history.
In conclusion, I want to relate Milton’s engagement with
The Spanish Tragedy to his reclamation of authorial authority for
himself as a Christian/classical/Spenserian pastoralist. In Kyd’s
popular play, Revenge, authorized by a pagan underworld, functions
as “author and stage manager . . . . The shape of Revenge’s revenge
is the shape of Kyd’s tragedy.”56 Revenge’s playwright is the quasipagan Hieronimo, whose desired reward in the afterlife is to be united
with the “Thracian poet” (3.13.116; “Thracian Bard” [PL 7.34]).57
Because of his skill in “fruitless poetry” (4.1.72), especially his prior
success in writing a masque celebrating Spanish political might,
Hieronimo is asked by his intended victims to compose a play for
the marriage revels of the prince who has secretly murdered his son
Horatio. Amid numerous echoes of Revelation, Hieronimo, father
of the revels, writes, directs, and acts in a masterpiece of revenge,
its subject “the fall of Babylon” (4.1.195), its purpose to overwhelm
his court antagonists. Hieronimo merges with apocalyptic warrior,
prophecy with play, revenge with justice, art with fictional reality,
and the admiring princely actors are destroyed amid applause and
festivity.58 Hieronimo, even exceeding the reluctance of Milton’s
“forced fingers,” then bites out his tongue (“bitter constraint” indeed
in this repudiation of language) rather than further to explain his
revenge to the mystified King of Spain. Under threat of torture, he
indicates his willingness to write an explanation and obtains a knife
to sharpen his pencil. This gives us “Kyd’s equation of the knife and
56 Bevington, 6-7.
57 Flannagan, 538.
58 Ardolino, 62, 66.
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pen” which “derives from the Reformation topos of the ‘sword and
the book’” (composing another two-handed engine) functioning as
“the sharp sword of divine vengeance.” It is the knife rather than
the pen that dominates. “The apocalyptic warrior,” securing himself
with a key (like the Pilot’s) sourced in Revelation 3.7-8, deploys
his “weapons against the representatives of Babylon,” the Spanish
court, using the knife to kill the King’s brother and then himself.59
Milton, as Sacks points out, would have been profoundly
dissatisfied with the play’s spectacular endorsement of violence
over language as the more effective vent for grief and as the
primary vehicle for social justice. In addition to further corrupting
Christianity with a pagan mentality (confounding more than Hell with
Elysium), Hieronimo embodies one of Milton’s fiercest antipathies:
the aristocrat for whom literature is a pastime or, occasionally, an
effective means to advance a political scheme that is based upon
violence. And, consciously or instinctively, the poet John Milton
himself reconfigures the fictional Hieromimo. The vengeful fusion
of art and reality that occurs on Kyd’s stage becomes the historical
event of Milton publishing his poem. Revenge, rather than being
represented in the poem, is the poem; and the poet is the revenger.
The author of the much applauded Bridgewater entertainment
is asked to write by Cambridge churchmen who perhaps had denied
the scrivener’s son a fellowship but, on royal orders, favored King
(and so perhaps the poet’s not too upset [in the authorities’ view] by
the circumstances of King’s death?). Emerging either fortuitously or
perhaps at the poet’s request at the end of the solemn volume, Milton’s
poem functions as the book’s climax and catastrophe, exploding the
solemnity of the “sad occasion dear” (6). He denounces the corruption
of the church, even suggesting its responsibility for King’s death
(and those initiated, at least into the mysteries of gossip and rumor,
are usually extremely alert to suggestion). He even prophesies its
59 Ardolino, 72, 74-75.
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eventual chastisement, carefully eliminating the distance between
Christian justice and pagan vengeance that unsettles Kyd’s play.
In contrast to Hieronimo’s final bloody and possibly senseless
act, Milton’s “two-handed engine” (130) functions as a sanctified
(though not exclusively) literary revenge, suggesting the printing
presses that were soon to churn out thousands of religious pamphlets
that will atone for the “nothing said” (129) of 1637.60 Milton’s poem
anticipates this activity as it advances the spiritual regeneration
that must precede national liberation and without which justice and
“liberty” become the “licence” that generates the “waste of wealth,
and loss of blood” that can mar not merely a stage but a country
(Sonnet XII, 11, 14). As this violence later recedes, the poet will
step forward onto the international stage to justify executing a king
who supposedly was responsible for the deaths of so many godly,
innocent Englishmen. Here was enacted an authorial authority far
beyond anything imagined by Kyd.
Finally, Milton’s rewriting of Kyd tells us something about
Milton’s sense of the British political situation in 1637. On the one
hand, not simply the swain, but Milton himself was imperiled by the
swain’s search for answers. Of course, his masque indicates his great
skill in cloaking his sharp criticisms before powerful officials. But
Laud’s churchmen could be not only careful but willful readers.61
To dare Laud’s wrath, Milton would seem to have been sincerely
grieved. On the other hand, Milton seems particularly anxious to
distance himself from the volume in order to avoid sending the
wrong message to his increasingly malcontent countrymen. The
60 James Kelly and Catherine Bray, “The Keys to Milton’s ‘Two-Handed Engine’ in
Lycidas (1637),” Milton Quarterly 44.2 (2010 May): 122-142. But, as Hill points out,
“Preaching [like the pursuit of printed truth] is surely a cumulative activity” and is at odds
with the “smite no more” (51).
61 Yet one wonders how careful in light of the volume’s epigraph, from Petronius, favorite and victim at Nero’s court: “If you reckon rightly, shipwreck is everywhere” (Carey,
237n). This line is as open to a church-as-ship reading as Milton’s poem. Of course, as
Milton would have been instructed by revenge dramatists, subversion often is facilitated
by official status.
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1645 addition to the poem of the headnote (and, at last, Milton’s
name) is another revealing fiction that tends to confirm this anxiety.
Laud’s clergy in November 1637 were certainly not at their
height of power.62 In June 1637, a mob had demonstrated open
public support for the Puritan martyrs Bastwick, Burton, and Prynne
(past critic of masques, future critic of divorce pamphlets). The
Prayer Book riots had begun in July 1637 and were intensifying
throughout the Fall. The Covenant was published (February 1638)
and even signed by a nation (May 1638) before Milton’s blue-clad
swain had appeared in Justa Edouardo King / Obsequies. Milton’s
distancing himself from the volume does not seem to be strictly one
of conscience. He was, among other things, anticipating questions
about his Puritan integrity in the aftermath of Thorough (when, as
the prophet seems to have had anticipated, he is indeed traced to
an unpuritan tenure at Cambridge, from which he is “vomited” into
“the Play-Houses, or the Bordelli,” accusations to which he replies
at length in Apology Against a Pamphlet [CPW, 1:884, 885n]).63
62 “Unfortunately” in the headnote would seem to work against my argument or at least
to indicate that Milton later decided foul play had not been involved in the death. But,
when we remember that the poem, if anything, justifies the death as the work of Christian
providence rather than of pagan(istic) fortune, “unfortunately” tends further to muddy the
poem’s silences.
63 But the primary prose context for this perspective is the preface to the Second Book of
Reason of Church-Government: “So lest it should be still imputed to me, as I have found it
hath bin, that some self-pleasing humor of vain-glory hath incited me to contest with men
of high estimation, now while green yeers are upon my head, from this needlesse surmisall
I shall hope to disswade the intelligent” (CPW, 1:806). The complexities of this preface in
relation to Lycidas can only be glanced at here. But Milton seems to have been still sensitive to objections to his credibility in 1642, having actively “found” these objections. His
apology for using his “left hand” restates his defense of using his right hand in Lycidas:
he was engaging in an uncongenial subject for a youth of unripe years, whose voice was
threatened by the flashy songs of established writers. Milton then provides his famous argument for poets as priests, teachers, and prophets, even arguing for a national theatre (and
citing Pareus in support). His defense of himself as a poet cites work that had convinced
his teachers that “the stile by certain vital signes it had, was likely to live” (CPW, 1:809).
This evidence is seconded by Italians’ praise for verses that Milton had “compos’d at under
twenty or thereabout.” Milton’s summary of his achievements, omits his three publications: “On Shakespeare,” A Masque, and Lycidas.
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If the poem’s forecast of Laud’s destruction confirms
himself as a prophet, Milton had much evidence for characterizing
England as a potential “Nation of Prophets” in Areopagitica
(CPW, 2:554). He was far from alone in expecting an explosion
of political discontent. Much of this explosion was aimed at Laud,
the veiled villain of Milton’s poem. And here we have perhaps the
most interesting implication of my argument. William Laud was a
devout Christian and a conscientious Archbishop who was perhaps
even more ready than Milton to rid the church of clerical corruption.
No sane scholar would now attaint him with either engaging in the
murderous politics of revenge tragedy or participating in the black
arts. Why then did Milton, a devout and conscientious Christian
himself? Milton’s use of the spectacular, popular genre of revenge
tragedy suggests that the answer perhaps resides in the unwritten
history of gossip, slander, and innuendo.64

Clay Daniel is an Associate Professor of English at the University of Texas—Pan
American. His research on Milton has appeared in Milton Quarterly and Milton
Studies. He is currently researching Milton from the perspective that the political
problems of Elizabeth’s reign should have created a crisis/revolt in the England of
James I rather than the Britain of Charles I.
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